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In 1873 there appeared in Danish an essay by two Danish mathe-
maticians, Frederik Bing and Julius Petersen. This essay has received
almost no attention, yet it appears on close inspection to be a strik-
ingly original and path-breaking contribution to neoclassical dis-
tribution theory. A detailed exposition of the authors' theory and
some of their applications is presented in the light of an interpretive
model expressed in modern terms. A concluding section gives some
information about the authors and attempts to assess their contribu-
tion and its claims to a significant place in the history of economic
analysis.

In 1873 the opening volume of the Danish economic journal,
National^konomisk tidsskrift, printed an article on distribution theory by
Frederik Bing and Julius Petersen (1873). The authors, respectively
actuary and mathematician, presented a theory of striking power and
novelty. Focusing on the marginal choice between mechanized and
handicraft production of various consumer goods, they outlined a
comprehensive "neoclassical" theory of wages, interest, and prices for
a multicommodity capitalistic economy. Their analysis was margi-
nalist, but based on activity analysis rather than calculus. Unfortu-
nately, their ideas seem not to have been grasped by the economic
theorists of their day, and the article had little or no impact. It still
remains virtually unknown, despite the appearance of an English
translation (Bing and Petersen 1962), yet it is one of the preeminent
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contributions to distribution theory of the latter half of the nineteenth
century, ranking with the work of Johann von Thiinen and Leon
Walras in originality and generality of conception. So much in ad-
vance of its era was it that over 80 years had to elapse before an
essentially similar formulation—although one focused on growth as
much as distribution—was developed by David Bensusan-Butt (1954,
1960) and David Champernowne (1961), who remained entirely un-
aware of their early forerunners.

The passages from Bing and Petersen (1962) included as Appendix
A below give a good impression of their general approach. Their
formal method is one of comparative statics:

Economics is a discipline dealing with magnitudes; therefore
it naturally belongs to the mathematical sciences. Its task is to
determine what conditions have to be fulfilled for the eco-
nomic situation in a society to be in equilibrium and what
changes will be brought about by given disturbances. What
will wages, interest, rent, prices, etc., be under such-and-such
conditions, and how will these magnitudes vary when the
conditions change? That is the general problem of econom-
ics, and it is a purely static problem. To be sure, there is also a
dynamic problem (the investigation of the way in which the
movements take place), but this is probably as yet far too
difficult for us to tackle. [P.

After some preliminary exposition, Bing and Petersen enunciate
"axioms defining the idealized society we are considering" as follows:

1. The workers are all equally capable in all jobs.
2. Capital and labor are completely mobile and always move

to where they can earn most.
3. Capital can immediately be transformed from circulating

to fixed capital, as the owner thinks fit. (This assumption
simply means that we do not wish to consider the tran-
sitional period during which the change takes place.)

4. All production is assumed to begin from scratch and to
take one year. The whole wage is paid at the beginning of
the year. [P. 65]

On the basis of these axioms, plus supplementary assumptions, five
propositions are developed, the first two being that all workers must
receive the same wage and all capitalists the same interest rate. But the
exposition, although executed to some degree algebraically, soon

' All page references in this style are to the translation, Bing and Petersen (1962),
which is adopted as the basic text. Americanized spelling is used in quotations.
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lapses into a more informal style which is frequently obscure and
elliptical. Nevertheless, patience and close attention disclose the
unmistakable outlines of an imposing theoretical structure, although
one that remains incomplete in many details.

Rather than attempt simultaneously to describe Bing and Petersen's
arguments and to elucidate their implied model, it seems best to start
with the latter task. The reader may thus grasp clearly the nature of
the theory involved: Once this is perceived much that might seem
obscure in the text becomes plain. Section I sets out in modern dress
an interpretive general-equilibrium version.^ Apart from minor and
unimportant details, its treatment of production and pricing is identi-
cal with Bing and Petersen's. But its treatment of the demand side of
the economy goes well beyond their fragmentary remarks on the
subject, although quite consistent with them. Completing the model in
this way enables the reader to grasp fully the general-equilibrium
nature of Bing and Petersen's results and to appreciate the skill of
their theorizing. There is no reason to believe that they ever de-
veloped so complete a formalization, but they reveal an excellent
intuitive grasp of the general-equilibrium implications of their prob-
lem.

Section II then expounds the basic Bing and Petersen theory,
disclosing its affiliations to, and deviations from, the preceding inter-
pretive model. Next, Section III describes the extensions and appli-
cations that Bing and Petersen make of their theory. Section IV turns
to questions of biography, priority, and reception. Some technical
aspects of the interpretive model are relegated to Appendix B.

I. An Interpretive Model

Consider a closed economy with 5 consumption goods, a fixed homo-
geneous labor supply, N, and abundant land. Every consumption
good can be produced by a handicraft technique or a mechanized
technique, both involving fixed coefficients and constant returns to
scale and hence full divisibility. By the handicraft technique, one unit
of labor produces, after a gestation lag of one period, Xi units of good
i. By the mechanized technique, the same quantity, Xu of good i is
produced, again with a gestation lag of one period, by m, units of
operating labor working with a machine. This machine is itself pro-
duced, with a gestation lag of one period, by qi units of construction
labor. The machine does not deteriorate because the operating labor

2 It is like the Bensusan-Butt model (1960), with a gestation lag added, but some
aspects have not been explored previously. For a recent exposition of the Butt model,
see Sundrum (1978).
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carries out the requisite maintenance.^ Label as good s and take as
numeraire a consumption good for which machine production offers
no saving in operating labor to compensate for the capital outlay (i.e.,
suppose m.,. ^ 1 ) . The good 5 will invariably be a handicraft product, as
will any other good with m̂  ^ 1. Since all such goods could be grouped
with good s into a Hicksian composite good, we may assume this to
have been done at the outset and that m̂  < 1 for all i < s.

Analysis is restricted to comparing the competitive stationary-state
equilibria corresponding to different values, K, of the capital stock in
terms of numeraire. The implied neglect of the saving aspect of the
distribution problem is to be viewed as a mere artifice facilitating close
focus on the production aspect. Each equilibrium involves (i) full
employment of labor and capital; (ii) constant prices, the same to all
individuals, for commodities, labor, and one-period loans; (iii) the
coincidence of reproduction cost and capitalized earning stream for
each machine in use; (iv) the equality of price and cost for each
consumption good produced; and (v) each consumption good pro-
duced by the cheapest process.

It will simplify the exposition without losing generality to choose
the physical unit for each consumption good as the handicraft prod-
uct of one worker, so that Xi = 1 for all i. If w is the wage rate (in
numeraire) advanced at the beginning of each period, and r the
interest rate on one-period loans, then the cost of producing a unit of
good i as a handicraft is the wage of a worker compounded over the
unit gestation period; that is, ti'(l + r) for all i. The cost of producing
a unit of good i by the mechanized method is the cost, 7n{w{\ + r), of
advancing for one period the wages of w, units of operating \dhor,plus
the interest charge r[qiw{\ + r)] on a machine whose reproduction
requires wages to be advanced for one period to 9, units of construc-
tion labor. Good i is always produced by the cheapest method, so that
its price must be

pi = w{l + r) min (1, m̂  + q^r), 2 = 1 , . . . ,5. (1)

The choice of good 5 as numeraire and the assumption that handicraft
production of s is always cheapest imply that for all r ^ 0

Ps = w{l + r ) - 1, (2)

givingu' = 1/(1 + r) as the "factor price frontier." For anyz <s, goodf
will be produced entirely by machine if the interest rate is low enough

^ E.g., let "radioactive decay" eliminate a fraction 6, of each z-producing machine at
the end of a period. Each machine can be kept intact indefinitely by using it with mt = n^
+ hiqi cooperating labor, where n, is operating labor proper and Ŝ f̂ is maintenance or
replacement labor. Such implicit deterioration makes more justifiable the assumed
stationary-state link between the market value and reproduction cost of a machine.
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to make m̂  + q^r < 1, implying/?i < 1, and entirely by hand if the
interest rate makes m, "^ qf ^ 1» iniplying/?i = 1. Only whenm^ + q(r =
1 can both processes coexist in producing good i.

The saving in current labor from mechanizing production of a unit
of good 2 is 1 — THi units in perpetuity. This perpetuity is obtained
after a delay of one period by the one-time investment of f̂ units of
labor. The internal rate of return to mechanizing good i is thus

ri={l -m,)/q,, (3)

Obviously r̂  ^ r as m,- + q-r $ 1, so that mechanized production of
good i is viable if and only if r̂  ^ r, while handicraft production is
viable if and only if r̂  ^ r. Index goods so that r̂  decreases as i
increases and, to avoid trivial expository complications, assume a strict
decrease so that rj > rg > . . . > r^-i > 0 ^ r^. Thus, if r < rj the
production of goods 1, . . . ,j will be wholly mechanized, while if r > r j
goodsj, . . . , 5 must be wholly handicrafts. Goodj will be said to be on
"the margin of mechanization" if the market interest rate satisfies rj ^
r > r j^i, but only when r = rj can both handicraft and mechanized
production of good j coexist.

Turn now to the demand side. Let the population be divided into
workers, who collectively receive wage income wN, and nonworking
capitalists, who collectively receive interest income rK, all workers and
all capitalists being identical and all incomes being spent. Denoting
aggregate consumption of good i by workers and capitalists Sisyf and
yi, respectively, let the market demand functions be^

(4)

(5)

If r is specified, w may be determined from (2) andpi,/?2» • • • ^ps-i
from (1). Thus, withN fixed, theDf may be regarded as functions of r
alone, say 31^(r). Similarly, the Df are functions of r and K alone, say

, K), Total demand for good i may therefore be written as

. . , 5 . (6)

Eor any given r the total derived demands, AT'' andA'̂ '̂ , for capital and
labor can be determined. Eor example (recalling that a machine to
produced has value^fti;[l + r] = qt), the derived demand for capital is

+ r). (7)
1 = 1

^ Recall that good s is numeraire. All demand functions are not independent since
total expenditure must equal total income for each class, labor or capitalist.
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Cood y is the good at the margin of mechanization for the specified
interest rate and kj is the fraction of good j output produced by
machine. Ifr <rj then \j = 1, but ifr = r j then K^ is the set defined by
0 ^ Xj ^ 1. The component A /̂(l + r) in (7) is the wages fund, that is,
capital absorbed in advancing the wages bill wN = N/{1 -\- r).

Concentrating on the derived demands for labor and capital effec-
tively reduces the model to one involving two commodities, labor and
capital, whose prices or rental rates, w and r, are normalized by zî (l +
r) = 1.̂  It should be evident, and some cumbersome algebra will
confirm, that Walras's law applies to the derived demands so that

-K) + w{m -N)^0. (8)

General equilibrium is thus ensured by

K'\r,K)=K, (9)

which may be solved for r given K. Assuming that a unique equilib-
rium r exists for each value oiK, (9) defines a function r = r(K),^

The properties of r{K) are best considered graphically. Eigure 1
displays the simplest "neoclassical paradigm" case in which, as K is
increased, r falls monotonically and the margin of mechanization
advances to higher-indexed goods."̂  This case certainly arises if all
goods are normal (i.e., have positive income elasticities) in capitalists'
consumption (see Appendix Bl).

Eor all the four endowments, A \̂ . . . , K'^, show n̂ in figure 1, the
margin of mechanization is at good 3. Endowments K^, . . . ,K^ give
the same interest rate, r = r..,, and the same wage rate, w = l/{l -{- rg).
Endowment Â^ gives a lower interest rate and higher wage rate. Good
3 is wholly a handicraft at endowment K^ and wholly mechanized at
endowments K^ and K'^. It is produced by both processes at endow-
ment K^. The move from K^ to K^ or K^ leaves the wage rate and all

^ It is well known that any constant-return/general-equilibrium model with k non-
produced inputs and nonjoint production can be reduced to one involving only the k
inputs (see Arrow and Hahn 1971, pp. 237-38; Arrow and Starrett 1973).

^ Solution can proceed by the following algorithm. Choose/ Set Xj - 1 and see if a
solution r between / j and rJ+^ exists. If not, set r = Vj and see if a solution with 0 ̂  A.̂  < 1
exists. If not, try another). Existence is assured if A.''̂ (O,Â ) ̂ K for all/C sinceA '̂̂ (r,A.')-^
0 as r ^ 00 and the mapping from r to K"^ is upper semicontinuous for fixed K.
Uniqueness, and a presumption of stability, are assured if price-substitution effects on
demand are sufficiendy strong to swamp income effects as r changes with K fixed. For
then K'^ must increase as r falls and lowers the prices of mechanized goods. This
increase in K'' will be reinforced by a rise in the wages fund, and perhaps also by the
profitability of mechanizing hitherto unmechanized goods. Moreover, income effects
will reinforce substitution effects, obviating the need for dominance of the latter, if
mechanized goods are normal for workers but inferior for capitalists.

^ Warning: These and similai" statements below refer to stationar)'-state comparisons,
not historical changes.
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FIG. 1

prices unchanged, so that workers are unaffected. Capitalists are
bettered because, with prices constant, income rises in proportion to Â .
Providing that all goods are normal in capitalists' consumption, pro-
duction of every good must rise as K rises from K^ to K'^ to K^, the
necessary labor being released by the increased mechanization of
good 3.

The move from K^ toK"^ lowers the interest rate and raises the wage
rate. Prices of all mechanized goods fall (by qt^r) while prices of
handicrafts are unaffected. Workers are unambiguously benefited.
Capitalists are benefited if their income rises but may be harmed
otherwise. However, there will be a potential improvement in the
welfare of workers and capitalists combined unless the fall in r is so
rapid that the wage billM(l + r) rises by more than 7̂  (see Appendix
B2).

Once goods inferior in capitalists' consumption are admitted, the
demand for already mechanized goods may increase so much when Â
increases that the margin of mechanization recedes to a lower-
indexed good. Thus recursions may occur, with the same good suc-
cessively mechanized, demechanized, remechanized, etc., as K is
steadily increased—a phenomenon vaguely reminiscent of reswitch-
ing of techniques but differing in its involvement of demand-side
influences. Such a possibility would be shown in figure 1 by continu-
ing r(A )̂ to the right so as to rise back above r^ before falling below it
again, giving three separate plateaus at height r^. On an upward-
sloping section o{r{K) an increase inA^ unambiguously harms work-
ers by lowering w while raising the prices of mechanized goods.
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However, a potential welfare gain must exist in such a case, implying
that capitahsts are unambiguously bettered (see Appendix B2).

The neoclassical property of a wage rate invariably increasing with
capital per man holds weakly in the neoclassical paradigm case but
fails entirely in the recursion case. The constant-returns property
that r and w depend only on capital per man generally cannot be
assumed in either case. If the number of commodities becomes large,
and each becomes insignificant in expenditure, the plateaus in the
r{K) function representing the mechanization or demechanization of
successive commodities become very short. In the limiting case of a
commodity continuum, as in Champernowne (1961), r{K) becomes a
smooth curve which is strictly decreasing for the neoclassical
paradigm case.

When workers consume goods other than the numeraire, the wage
rate, w, in numeraire may fail to represent the real wage rate. How-
ever, it transpires that the latter always changes in the same direction
as w, although generally in greater proportion, so that w gives appro-
priate qualitative information (see Appendix B3).

Arbitrarily fixing the supply of capital in terms of its purchasing
power over good s rather than some other good has substantive
implications, but apart from this the choice of good s as numeraire is a
mere convenience. Once a change in numeraire is made no further
complication is involved in dropping the assumption that handicraft
production of good s is invariably cheapest (see Appendix B4).

II. The Bing-Petersen Contribution

Bing and Petersen assume that labor is homogeneous and of fixed
supply A'̂  (n in the original). Total capital measured in "money" isK, the
nominal wage rate is w, and the 1-year interest rate is r. As previously
indicated, labor and capital are assumed perfectly mobile and the
transition by which one form of capital is converted to another is
neglected, so that comparisons are essentially of alternative stationary
states. That at least one good is invariably produced as a handicraft is
implied by the remark "there are workers for whom machinery can-
not be substituted," just as "there are machines so good that there is
no question of the workers being able to compete with them" (pp.
63-64).® Handicraft production is assumed "to begin from scratch
and to take one year. The whole wage is paid at the beginning of the
year" (p. 65). One handicraft worker produces annual output of

^ In the notation of the last section, the former would correspond to a case
while the latter would be a case with m̂  + r^i < 1 for all relevant r.
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money value, P, satisfying in equilibrium

P =w{\ +r). (10)

The authors assert, "We shall take this product as our standard" (p.
66), but they do not literally adopt as numeraire the handicraft prod-
uct of one man. Instead they continue to work in money units while
regarding P as a fixed magnitude. The implication is that money
prices of all goods produced by handicraft remain fixed;^/^ = 1 may
be ensured by a suitable choice of monetary unit, and the prices of all
goods produced as handicrafts may be set at unity by suitable choices of
physical units. Doing this makes the Bing-Petersen procedure equiv-
alent to that of the last section, without any real loss of generality.
Thus P will from now on be taken as unity and suppressed.

The production cost of mechanized output made in 1 year by m
workers with the assistance of fixed capital of value V is

+ mw{\ -\-r) = Vr -\- m, (11)

for "the capitalist has paid out a total wage bill mwy which with interest
will amount at the end of the year to miu{l + r). In addition, the
interest on his fixed capital is Vr. The product must just pay for the
whole" (p. 66).̂ *̂  The fixed capital, F, is "produced by q workers
without fixed capital in one year" (p. 66), so that V = qP = q and

(l = qr + m. (12)

The machine produces the same physical output as w + m' handicraft
workers. The values of m, m', and q are clearly intended to vary with
the commodity being considered, despite the absence of commodity
subscripts. The condition for mechanized or handicraft production of
a good to be equiprofitable is considered next: "At the point of
transition the use of fixed capital instead of labor must not lead to a
profit or to a loss" (p. 66). Since equipment of value q can displace m'
workers,̂ ^ equiprofitability requires the interest charge rq on the
equipment to just equal the savings in wages, m'w, and in the interest
cost, rm'w, of advancing these wages. That is, rq = m'w + rm'w =

^ There is no discussion of the status and role of money, which merely serves as a
convenient unit of account. One possibility would be to have a handicraft product
acting as a commodity money.

^''The original uscsK instead of F, hutK is used elsewhere to denote the aggregate
supply of capital.

^^The original continues to use m, but the meaning has clearly switched from the
number of workers cooperating with the machinery to the number displaced by it. The
latter "is obtained by deducting from the labor force which corresponds to the gross
product [as a handicraft] the number of men needed for maintaining the machinery
perpetually in the same running order" (pp. 66-67). Thus, cooperating labor maintains
the machinery rather than operates it; however, the distinction is not material.
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m'w{l + r) = m' or r = m'Iq is required. If, without loss of generality,
the physical output of each machine is normalized to unity, so that m
H- w' = 1, then the equiprofitability condition coincides, after adding
commodity subscripts, with that of the previous section, viz., r = ri =

There follows a very clear statement of the essential theory, resting
on the assumption that each commodity is produced by the cheapest
available method:

The rate of interest therefore depends solely on the worst
machine which is in use. What machinery is being utilized in
turn depends on the amount of fixed capital, on the de-
mands of consumers, and on the various kinds of machinery
which are available. Machinery which is better than the worst
equipment in use has already displaced labor; the interest
earned on these machines is brought down to that obtained
from the least efficient equipment by a fall in the value of the
output produced. This value can be deduced from the for-
mulae developed above, once r has been determined. [P. 66]

The requisite formulae are not given but would be obtained by di-
viding Q in the relevant version of (12) by the machine's output rate,
fixing r at the level appropriate to "the worst equipment in use." The
authors overlook here that knowledge of the identity of the worst
equipment fixes r only between limits unless it is also known that the
corresponding handicraft process still competes with this equip-
ment.^^ Perhaps they are already anticipating the limiting case to be
developed later in which this difficulty disappears.

The "amounts of capital which successively become fixed" are de-
noted by ̂ , 5 , C, . . . , M, where M "signifies the worst machine in use"
(p. 67). These symbols obviously represent amounts of capital em-
bodied in machines of successively decreasing "efficiency." Total cap-
ital, K, "consists of fixed and circulating capital, the latter (which is
divided equally among the N workers as wages) being Nw'' (p. 67).
Thus

K = Kf-\- Nw = ^ + i 3 + C + . . . - h M - h Niu, (13)

where Kf denotes fixed capital.^^ Equation (13) corresponds to
equations (7) and (9) of the previous section.

The comparative statics of an increase in K are now considered. If
all the extra capital becomes embodied in fixed form, circulating

2̂ In the terminology and notation of the previous section, the knowledge that goodj
is at the margin of mechanization only implies r^^r> rj^^.

^^ The original has no symbol for fixed capital.
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capital, and hence wages, will not rise at all. This is certainly seen as a
possibility: "New capital need not bring about a fall in the rate of
interest. If the desires of the consumers are such that it is not neces-
sary to resort to poorer machines than previously [then] new capital
can be allocated among the same uses as before, and the rate of
interest and the wage rate remain unchanged, together with the value
of the products. In this case the whole of the additional capital be-
comes fixed and there is no reason why wage rates should rise" (p. 67).
This, of course, corresponds to a movement along a horizontal por-
tion of r(A') in figure 1. But such an outcome, although possible, is
viewed as unlikely: "We can generally assume that the growth of
capital creates new desires, and that among these are some whose
satisfaction requires the introduction of machinery which is inferior
to that previously used. These machines now begin to pay their way. . . .
The additional capital will therefore be divided between fixed and
circulating, and the question then becomes how this division is made"
(p. 67). This is a murky passage, for it is unclear whether the "new
desires" reflect an induced change in tastes or the consequence of
higher incomes with given tastes. The latter seems the preferable
interpretation. Since the authors are explicit in treating the invention
of a new machine as a change in data (p. 68, n. 3), it seems reasonable
to give them the benefit of the doubt and assume that they have in
mind income effects which concentrate on one or a few com-
modities.^^ That being so, what they say is justifiable, as far as it goes,
although they fail to recognize the possibility that the margin of
mechanization may recede, and the interest rate rise, as capital is
increased. In their introductory remarks they do, however, claim that
"as we shall show in what follows, it is quite possible for the wage rate
to be reduced by half while capital is doubled, notwithstanding that
the number of workers is unchanged" (p. 61). This is certainly a valid
logical possibility within their model if the margin of mechanization
recedes, but their promise to demonstrate it is never fulfilled.^^

Little more is said of the role commodity demands play in interest
and wage rate determination. The obvious presumption is that this
aspect remained largely unexplored and that the authors relied on
their intuitions about how a full-dress analysis might go. They did.

*'*This would be consistent with the phrases suppressed from the last quotation,
which run "for to satisfy the newly created demands by the use of labor only would
necessarily imply an increase in the wage rate. (The growth of capital would lead to a
rise of the total wage payment, and the number of workers is assumed not to change.)"
(P. 67).

^^The only possible candidate is the argument described in Sec. IIIC below, but it
hardly fits the description.
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nevertheless, have a clear conception of the market demand function
(p. 73).

For any value of total capital there will be an equilibrium interest
rate, giving rise to the relationship represented by the function r{K)
of the previous section and illustrated in figure 1. Bing and Petersen
now propose to take a smooth approximation to this function or,
more precisely, to the related function connecting the interest rate to
the amount oi fixed capital: ̂ ^ "Since we do not know the law which
governs the decline in the rate of interest (i.e., the law relating to the
variations in efficiency as between different types of machinery), we
now assume that the additions to capital are so small in relation to the
total capital in existence that, as more capital is successively put into
fixed form, the rate of interest can be regarded as declining steadily"
(p. 67), The "additions to capital" referred to here are presumably
those associated with the mechanization of successive products—that
is, with the adoption of successively inferior types of machines. If so,
Bing and Petersen are envisaging a limiting process whereby the set of
distinct commodities grows indefinitely large while the expenditure
on any commodity shrinks indefinitely small. The limit is the case of a
continuum of commodities as explored by Champernowne (1961),
who obtains a smooth r{K) relationship similar to the one envisaged
here.

The authors content themselves with linear approximations to the
function connecting the interest rate to the amount of fixed capital.
As they later observe with an eye on empirical application: "Gradu-
ally, as more capital becomes fixed, the number of workers displaced
as a result changes.^^ In terms of geometry this variation can be
depicted by a curved line, and this is what the statistician should really
determine; however, we have limited ourselves, no doubt appro-
priately, to investigating only such small changes that the part of the
hne which concerns us can be regarded as straight: all one then needs
is the figure indicating the slope of the line" (p. 73). This (absolute)
slope, -dr/dKf, is denoted as a.^^ There ensues a cumbersome de-

*̂  The new function r = h(Kf) is defined in terms of the original function r = r{K} =
g(K) by the implicit representation r = g{Kj- + [N/(l + r)]}. The constant N is a
suppressed parameter of both functions.

'̂  The reader is left to infer that the number of workers displaced by an extra unit of
capital equals the interest rate! In the notation of the previous section let w _j + rqj = 1 so
goodj is marginal. Since ^j- extra units of capital displace \ -rrij workers, one extra unit
of capital displaces (1 - mj)lqj = TJ = r workers.

*̂  Bing and Petersen do in fact uke up briefly a case where the linear relationship r =
R - aKf is global, rather than local, so that K = Kf + Nw = [{R - r)/a] + [N/(l + r)]
becomes a quadratic in r which may be solved to express r in terms ofK, N,R, and a.
But they display litde interest in this case.
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velopment of the result,

MNw) _ , . dw dr Na _ , . /IA\

V ^ ^ N = =Na , (14)

the latter approximation holding for small r. Since
, we have

1 , 1

Thus if N â = 1/20 "(which [is] certainly very much more favorable to
them than actual conditions) the workers would obtain only 1/21 of
any addition to capital" (p. 69).̂ ® Since the ratio NwlK of the wages
fund to total capital is presumably much higher than 1/21, it follows
that a simple wage-fund theory making the wage fund "a fairly con-
stant part of capital" must be "utterly false" and a misleading guide
for policy (p. 61). One of the goals of the paper was to demonstrate
precisely that.

Ill, Extensions and Applications

Bing and Petersen make various extensions and applications of their
basic theory. Four will now be described.

A. Land and the Effects of Neutral Inventions in Agriculture

The discussion of this topic (p. 69) is laconic, but its drift is unmistak-
able. Agricultural products are regarded as a single mechanized
commodity with money price/?^, while the real wage rate is approxi-
mated by "how many agricultural products the workers can obtain,"
that is, by wIp^P The existence of limited supplies of different qual-
ities of land is implied. Presumably each quality has alternative fixed-
coefficient handicraft and mechanized processes, and land of the
highest quality is always fully used before resort to the next highest.

original reads "each obtain," an obvious slip since 100,000 workers are as-
sumed present. They estimate I/a as 2 million by guessing that extra capital of 6 million
kroner would reduce the interest rate by 1 percentage point (i.e., by 0.01) and taking
the annual product of a handicraft worker as 300 kroner. Other slips in the original (p.
68) are that w^ r, are described verbally as new levels but treated algebraically as
changes, and that A/̂ / is referred to as the extra income of owners of fixed capital.
Exegesis seems unnecessary since the drift is clear. To gain some feeling for the
plausibility of Bing and Petersen's figures observe that marginal productivity theory
with a Cobb-Douglas production function, Q = AK"N\ gives d(Nw)ldK = Nd'^Q/dKON
= abQ/K. This equals 1/16 if a = 1/4, b = 3/4, and Q/K = 1/3, e.g.

*̂* The notation p^ is not used in the original, where for sense Q_ in the equations
should be replaced by QpAy with Q "̂ ^̂ ^ interpreted as the farm's volume of output.
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and so on. The cost of production on marginal land deternnines/?^,
the cost advantage of inframarginal land being absorbed in rent.^^
Suppose now that "an invention is made, which enables us to obtain
from the least fertile land and with the same inputs twice the gross
output produced so far, and [that] this invention does not alter the
relative efficiency of the machinery we use." For brevity assume a
similar effect applies on the other grades of land too—something of
the sort is required to preserve the quality ranking. The invention is
assumed not to affect w or r; hence the cost of producing a unit of
output will be halved on each grade of land.^^

If previously marginal land remains marginal,/?^ is halved, the real
wage rate and output are doubled, and money rents are unaffected
since each piece of land yields an unchanged revenue at an un-
changed cost. But doubling agricultural output in a closed economy
would mean, even with a halving of price, that "far more agricultural
products are produced than can be consumed." That is to say, de-
mand for agricultural products is taken as inelastic. It follows that "a
great deal of land would therefore be abandoned. In consequence the
margin of cultivation would rise." Thus pA is more than halved,
output is less than—and the real wage more than—doubled, while
money rents fall. But in a price-taking open economy, with p^ set by
the world market, real wages are unaffected, exports rise, output is
more than doubled—due to an extension of the margin of
cultivation—and money rents rise: "When the surplus products can
be sent abroad, the workers derive no benefit from the invention, for
now it simply operates to increase rent and thereby to enrich the
landowner." An overlooked complication in these arguments is that a
change in the margin of cultivation will affect r and w unless the
agricultural sector is very small.

B, A Capital-using Invention

It is supposed (pp. 69-70) that an invention makes economic the
mechanization of a handicraft commodity, whose price accordingly

'̂ Unless a continuum of land qualities is implicitly assumed, this overlooks the
possibility that, if all marginal land is fully utilized, p^ may exceed production cost,
although not by more than the cost disadvantage of the next best land.

^̂  To have a precise case in mind, let a unit of land of quality^ produce fij real output
using either one handicraft worker or m^ < 1 workers and a machine produced by qA
workers. Thus the internal rate of return to mechanization is r^ = (1 - ^4)/^^ on all
land and r < 7., is assumed. Land quality increases with /Xj and output units are chosen
so that fjij = 1 for the initially marginal land. Thus, initially,/J^ = m̂  + rq^ < 1 and
money rent per unit of inframarginal land with fJLj> I 'isp^fJij — (W4 + rq^) = (/Xj -
\)pA.The invention replaces/AJ by 2/Ltj for each7 without changing m4 or^^. With r also
unchanging, production cost is unchanged per unit of land but halved per unit of
output on each grade of land. If r̂  is to remain unchanged the productivity ofthe
handicraft process must double too.
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falls. With total capital fixed, the new machines come partly from
demechanization at the margin, which tends to raise r and lower w,
and partly from the consequent reduction in the wage fund. If the
newly mechanized commodity is consumed by workers the effect of
the invention on the real wage rate is ambiguous, but otherwise there
is a reduction: "Inventions therefore reduce the nominal wage; how-
ever, as we have seen, the real wage will rise if the inventions increase
the yield in the production of workers' necessities.^^ Inventions which
affect the production of other goods, however, only tend to harm
wage earners" (p. 70).

C. Labor Immobility

A difficult and obscure passage (pp. 70-71) attempts to "reduce the
element of abstraction and come closer to reality" (p. 70) by dividing
workers into two groups between which no migration occurs.^^ Capital
remains fully mobile. Each group can produce only a restricted set of
consumer goods, none of which can be produced by the other group.
Thus, relative wage rates and unit production costs (equal to prices)
for each group's products are free to adjust until product markets
clear with each group fully employed.^^

Initially "a worker in the first group can exchange his product for
that of a worker in the second group" (p. 70), but extra workers are
now added to the first group: "The new workers must displace some
machines, and this makes the rate of interest rise . . . new capital is
attracted from the other group. Production therefore rises in the first
group and falls in the second group and, since this change in produc-
tion does not originate in a change in demand, it must lead to a
change in the value of the products; so the products of the first group
of workers become cheaper, while those of the second become dearer
. . . [capital continues to move] until the equilibrium position—where
the interest rate is the same everywhere—is restored" (p. 71). A
pathological unstable case is envisaged in which capital movement
fails to eliminate the interest gap and group Ts relative wage rate
falls continuously. In any case, suppressing capital movement might
assist group 1 workers, the wage-depressing effects of a high local

^̂  This statement seems too strong: There is no justification for invoking here the
preceding discussion of agricultural improvements.

*̂* An appendix containing a fuller exegesis of this perplexing passage may be ob-
tained from the author.

^^This is equivalent to a model of international trade with capital mobility. Two
subcases are considered. In the first, both groups can make machines. In the second,
only eroup 2 can do so. Prices and wages can be normalized by choosing any good as
numeraire. Observe that, at a given interest rate, each group's products may be treated
as a Hicksian composite good whose price is proportional to the group's wage rate.
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interest rate being offset by the terms-of-trade benefit of output
restriction. In hinting that all workers may thus be harmed by "the
growth of capital" (p. 72), Bing and Petersen seem to perpetrate a
fallacy of composition, however. That any one group of workers can
benefit from an indirect form of monopolistic output restriction does
not mean that all workers could do so simultaneously.

D. The Short Run

There are some remarks on the transition by which fixed capital is
readjusted after some change in data. "If . . . fixed capital cannot be
transformed, poor machines will continue to be used until they are
worn out, and new ones will simply not be purchased" (p. 70). Thus,
"fixed capital which is old may well yield a lower rate of interest, in
relation to the original value of the equipment, than the prevailing
rate, but this means that a capital loss has been incurred" (p. 66, n. 2).
In an attempt to conduct a short-run mode of analysis it is proposed
that K should "stand for only that part of capital which is not already
irrevocably fixed" (p. 67). For "economics is not much concerned with
the past," and what matters is "the capital which at the moment is on
the margin between fixed and circulating" (p. 70). Immovable fixed
capital "does not differ fundamentally from the natural qualities of
land, and the interest it yields is in many respects similar to the rent of
land" (p. 70).

These are important perceptions, foreshadowing clearly the later
Marshallian analysis of the short run, but they cannot be said to have
been fully integrated into the theory.

IV. Concluding Remarks

What of the authors of this remarkable contribution? Frederik Moritz
Bing (1839-1912) studied mathematics in Denmark and abroad be-
fore returning as mathematical director of the Royal Life Assurance
Institute in Copenhagen, to which his career was devoted. He retained
his mathematical interests and was recognized as one of Denmark's
leading mathematicians, despite publishing little. He was a close
friend and collaborator of Peter Christian Julius Petersen (1839-
1910), an eminent mathematician, who taught at the Polytechnic
Institute in Copenhagen from 1871 to 1886 and was professor of
mathematics at the University of Copenhagen from 1886 to 1909.
Petersen's interests roamed over all aspects of mathematics, without
lingering long on any one. The 1873 paper is their only known
scholarly work in economics, although they did, of all things, jointly
publish in 1874 Principles of Political Economy: A Popular Account
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Adapted from H. Fawcett (Bing and Petersen 1874), essentially a trans-
lation of Fawcett (1863).^^ Since they refer in their article to "various
other investigations we have been pursuing . . . [which] . . . cannot be
presented in reasonably popular form" (p. 72), it is to be hoped that
other items may be discovered.^^

The authors regarded themselves as only amateur economists, so
that "we have been a little hesitant about throwing down the gauntlet
to the whole of respectable and official economics, for economic
studies have merely been a side-line for us, and even then only for a
short time" (pp. 73-74). They recognized that their knowledge of the
literature was limited but had not a high opinion of what they had
seen, regarding it as prescientific. With justice, given the parlous state
of distribution theory at the time, they were confident that having
read "half a dozen of the latest and most reputable books" they had
missed "no theory of importance" (p. 74). They were obviously famil-
iar with the treatment of wages by authors like John Stuart Mill
([1848] 1965) or Henry Fawcett (1863), and to some extent their
paper took the form of an antidote to crude wages-fund notions.
They had also discovered the ideas of Johann von Thunen in French
translation,^^ and there are some obvious influences from him in their
work, especially the emphasis on cost minimization and the role at-
tributed to the margin in governing the value of the whole. Never-
theless, their own theory was quite distinct from Thiinen's—in many
ways more general and satisfactory and certainly less idiosyncratic.
They discovered William Stanley Jevons's Theory of Political Economy
(1871) only after writing their paper, but were encouraged to discover
that his views on "the system and method of economics" matched
their own (p. 74).

Apart from Thunen, whose precedence is clear, Bing and Petersen
appear to have priority in the formulation of a neoclassical theory of
distribution emphasizing marginal choices and adopting a general
equilibrium perspective. Jevons's contribution of 1871 was too frag-
mentary to count and Carl Menger's Principles of Economics ([1871]
1950), published in the same year, said little directly about distribu-
tion. Leon Walras's production equations were not published until
1876 (Walras 1954, p. 36). Francis Amasa Walker's The Wages Question
(1876) did little more than point the way, while Alfred Marshall's first

Boserup (1980, pp. 431-32), where an interesting postscript by Bing and
Petersen is translated.

"For biographic information, see Bing and Petersen (1962, p. 60n), Jaffe (1965,
letter 332 notes), and the relevant entries (with portraits) in Dahl and Engelstoft (1920).

^^Thunen's distribution theory was published in German (Thunen 1850). The
French translation is Wolkoff (1857), summarized in Wolkoff (1861). An English
translation is included in Dempsey (1960).
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treatment of the topic did not appear until 1879 (Marshall and
Marshall 1879). It was not until the 1880s and 1890s that the other
well-known contributors to neoclassical distribution theory such as
John Bates Clark and Fugen von Bohm-Bawerk came on the scene.
Apart from Walras, none of these authors produced a rigorously
formulated theory, and it awaited the 1890s and the contributions of
Philip Wicksteed, Knut Wicksell, and others before theoretical work
of the quality of Bing and Petersen's became common.^®

Unfortunately, the Bing and Petersen article made little impres-
sion. Walras learned of its existence in October 1875 from Alexis
Petersen-Studnitz, editor of the NationaWkonomisk tidsskrift and adher-
ent of the historical school, who had the temerity to observe that the
only significant aspect of the article was the remarks on method, the
discussion of wages not being a true application of mathematics.
Through Petersen-Studnitz as intermediary, Bing and Petersen vol-
unteered to send Walras a precis in French, but there is no evidence
that they did or that Walras ever became acquainted with the sub-
stance of the article.^" Jevons too appears to have learned of the
paper's existence and included it in the comprehensive "List of
Mathematico-Fconomic Books, Memoirs and Other Published Writ-
ings" appended to the second (1879) edition of the Theory of Political
Economy.^^ The reference was retained in the revised list appended by
Irving Fisher to the 1898 translation of Cournot (Cournot 1897), and
it was also cited by the learned Luigi Cossa (1893, p. 445). But nothing
indicates any familiarity of these authors with the article's contents.
After that, all reference seems to have lapsed. The contribution es-
caped even the encyclopaedic Joseph Schumpeter (1954), and it was
only with the editing of the Walras and Jevons correspondences, and
the appearance of a translation, that the article came to light again.
Even so, the only discussion of it in English appears to be a brief
footnote description by William Jaffe (1965, letter 341, n. 4).

How did such a splendid theoretical contribution come to suffer
such oblivion? There are, I think, three broad reasons. The first is the
article's own defects. It is frequendy too cryptic to be accessible to a
reader unwilling to take very considerable pains and unfamiliar with
the authors' viewpoint. The treatment of consumer demand, in par-
ticular, was left too implicit and perhaps never fully worked out.

^̂  For details on these matters, see the standard reference: Stigler 1941.
30 See Jaffe 1965, letters 332, 337. 338, 341.
*̂ Jevons seems to have obtained the reference independendy of Walras, as it is not

mentioned in their correspondence yet was included in the preliminary version of the
list (Jevons 1878) compiled before consulting Walras. Vigand Falbe-Hansen or Harald
Westergaard are the most probable sources: Indeed, the former alluded to the Bing-
Petersen paper in a May 1874 letter (see Black 1977, letters 378, 524, 531).
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Expositional problems were heightened by careless slips and confu-
sions in notation. The paper was, as the authors readily admitted, "a
very imperfect start" (p. 72) and needed to be followed up.

The second general reason for neglect was the difficulties faced by a
paper written in two languages—Danish and mathematics—alien to
most economists. Danish economists seem to have been deterred by
the mathematics, and potentially sympathetic foreign economists,
such as Walras or Jevons, by the Danish.̂ ^ Perhaps, too, the paper's
relevance to the then-burgeoning marginalism was obscured by the
slighting of consumer-demand aspects and the adoption of what was
essentially an activity-analysis approach, rather than a calculus ap-
proach, to marginal analysis.

The final broad reason for the neglect was Bing and Petersen's
apparent failure to press their cause. They were content to cast their
bread upon the waters and turn to other things. Their ambitions lay
elsewhere, but science is a social process and, unfortunately, merit
does not automatically produce recognition or disciples.

I hope that a measure of justice may at last be done to these
pioneers. Although my quotations are copious they are no substitute
for reading the original. It has the freshness and verve of a classic and
has many minor felicities which have not called for comment.

Appendix A

Text of an Outline Statement of the Bing-Petersen

. . . the basic factor is that [there] are workers who compete with machines,
though we do not consider that all workers and all machines are in competi-
tion. There are machines so good that there is no question of the workers
being able to compete with them; they have long since acquired a monopoly
of performing certain specific services. On the other hand, there are workers
for whom machinery cannot be substituted. . . . At the same time, there are
always many machines which can be substituted for labor, and vice versa. It is
this fact which provides the basis for a solution to the problem, for the law
which is valid over the whole range of labor and machinery inputs is found at
the point of transition. At this point the cost of using machinery must be the
same as that of employing [handicraft] labor, for otherwise the cheaper input
will be preferred, given that one has a choice. The point of transition must be
that at which it is just worth using the worst type of equipment, i.e., that
machine which in relation to its price displaces the smallest number of work-
ers, for when the machine at the margin of transition can barely compete with

^̂  According to Boserup (1980, p. 431), mathematical economics was "officially de-
clared invalid" during a discussion of Bing and Petersen's paper by the Danish eco-
nomic association.

^̂  In reading these passages from Bing and Petersen (1962), it should be borne in
mind that machines and workers are identified by the product they make.
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the workers, every better machine must have an absolute advantage over
labor. The interest earned on the worst type of machinery must be that which
prevails in the economy generally; for if other types of machinery were more
profitable, no one would be willing to use the worst kind. The manufacturers
working with better equipment must therefore reduce the prices of their
goods until profits are uniform. Likewise, every worker must be satisfied with
the wage obtained by those who compete with machinery and who would
otherwise undercut the better paid. [Pp. 63-64]

The wage rate . . . is the highest the workers can obtain; however, if there is
competition between the capitalists, it is also the lowest. For if the wage rate
were lower there would be machines for which labor could with advantage be
substituted, and the owners of these machines would be willing to outbid one
another in order to obtain workers.

Thus the wage rate is determined by competition between labor and the
least efficient equipment available; what these machines are depends on the
demands of consumers, capital and the state of knowledge. An increase in
capital would lead to an increase in the number of machines, but an increase
in wages would occur only if some of the new machinery could be displaced by
labor more easily than the equipment used hitherto. [P. 65]

Appendix B

Some Technical Aspects of the Interpretive Model

1. The r(K) Function
For given J set r = TJ and K^ = K \n (7) and solve for kj as, say, kj = (j>j{K),
suppressing the dependence on r j , which is a constant. Any value of Â  giving 0
=e 4>j{K) ^ 1 is an endowment having r̂  as an equilibrium r. Since 4>j(^) is
reasonably assumed continuous, the set of A' for which r = r ̂  is an equilibrium
must be one or more closed intervals. If (/>j(Â ) > 1 then r{K) must lie belowrj,
and if (t>j(K) < 0 then r(K) must lie above r .̂

A sufficient condition for the "neoclassical paradigm" case of figure 1 to
apply is that <t>j(K) is increasing whenever it lies between zero and one, for
each choice ofj. This is ensured if all goods are normal in capitalist consump-
tion. To see this assume thatr =rjandK'^ = K in (7) and, usingr^^ =pi -mi>
0 for i = 1, . . . , j , obtain

j-i

wN + rK = y {pi — mi)yj{r, K) -f- kj{pj — mj)yj{r, K) + N.
1=1

If 0 < Xj < 1 then r remains constant at r j as A' is varied slighdy so that, using
(6) and the capitalists' budget constraint,

i=3 dK jr{'' " dK ^^^^ "''' dK

If all goods are normal in capitalist consumption, the first two terms on the
r.h.s. must be less than the l.h.s. so that dk^/dK = d(f>j/dK > 0 must hold. But
if, with r = rj, capitalists' spending on goods 1, . . . , j - 1 rises sufficiently
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more rapidly with A than does income (requiring goods^, . . . ,5 to be inferior
when regarded as a Hicksian composite), then dkj/dK < 0 will hold and there
will be a phase of demechanization of good j which might go so far as to
eliminate all its mechanized production. In this way successive phases of
remechanization of the same good may reoccur as Â  is increased.

2. Welfare Aspects
Consider portions of r(A )̂ where dr/dK ^ 0. The proportional change in the
price of mechanized good i as Â  is increased is d XogpJdK = [rqi/{rqi + mi)]d
logr/dK, which may not rank in the same order as the r, unless all q, are the
same. The proportional change in interest income isd log (rK)/dK = \/K + d
log r/dK. If dr/dK > 0 both expressions are positive, but the latter must be
larger than the former for any mechanized i so that capitalists are unambigu-
ously better off. If dr/dK < 0 capitalists are unambiguously worse (better) off
if the second expression is more (less) negative than the first for all
mechanized i. Since appropriate demand functions will allow any magnitude
for dr/dK all outcomes are possible.

The compensating variation needed to exactly compensate all consumers
when K increases at a point where dr/dK ?̂  0 is

/,. Â  \ dr
\ l+rjdK'

where goodj is the good at the margin of mechanization. The actual change
in income is d{rK -h [A /̂(l -h r)]}/dK and the excess of the latter over the
former is

1 -h
dr
dK

i.e., r times the change infixed capital. The excess (which is equivalent to the
change in a Divisia index of production volume) is positive unless the wages
fund rises faster than K as K increases. Such an outcome is possible, as
examples will show, although it can occur only if rK falls as A' rises.

It should be observed that the calculated changes in capitalists' welfare
ignore the bygone sacrifice made in accumulating the extra capital. More
generally, the perpetuity equivalent of this transient sacrifice might be sub-
tracted from the calculated gain. The resulting net gain would roughly
indicate capitalists' collective marginal incentive to accumulate further.

3. The Real Wage Rate
The wage, w, is measured in terms of handicrafts and represents the real
wage only if workers consume no machine products. More generally, the real
wage rate may be defined astz;* = w/n, where TT is a suitable price index, say of
form 77 = 'l^ipu where the ei are appropriate nonnegative fixed weights with
Xei = L From (1) and (2), w and the pi are functions of r such that (i) u;*
remains constant under any change leaving w constant, and (ii) ifw changes
the elasticity of response of u;* is

wdw* dw'^/dr , ,
— 77 : = 1 +w^dw dw/dr TT

Sincedpi/dr > 0 for manufactures znddpi/dr = 0 for handicrafts, this elasticity
exceeds one whenever any of the weighted products are made by machine.
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Thus w and u;* always move in the same direction, but w* usually moves in
greater proportion.

4. The Choice of Numeraire
If good /{ rather than good s is chosen as numeraire, then the factor-price
frontier û  = iu{r) is defined by min (1,^/^ + qff.r)w{l + r) = 1. Here the wage
rate, w, is measured in units of the new numeraire. The price of good i in the
new numeraire is similarly given hypi = min (1 ,^^ + qir)w(l -h r) = [min (1, ŵ-
+ ^fr)J/[min (1, mf^ + q^r)] = pi/pk^ where pi and pf. are prices in the old
numeraire, good 5. The theory may be readily, although more cumbersomely,
reexpressed using the new numeraire.
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